Academic Senate - Agenda, 6/04/2019 by Academic Senate,
  
Meeting of the Academic Senate 
Tuesday, June 4, 2019 
UU 220, 3:10 to 5:00 pm 
 
I. Minutes: Approval of May 7, 2019 and May 21, 2019 minutes (pp. 2-4) 
 
II. Communication(s) and Announcement(s): none. 
 
III. Reports: 
A. Academic Senate Chair:  
B. President’s Office: None 
C. Provost: None 
D. Vice President for Student Affairs: (p. 5) 
E. Statewide Senate: (pp. 6-11) 
F. CFA: (p.12) 
G. ASI: None 
 
IV. Special Reports: 
 
V. Consent Agenda: 
A. Approval of Sustainability Catalog (SUSCAT) Courses for 2019-2020 Catalog (pp. 13-20) 
B.  
 ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED BY ACADEMIC SENA TE 
 Program Name or ASCC Academic Provost Term Effective 
 Course Number , Title recommendation/ Senate Other 
 CLA 100 College Success Seminar Reviewed 4/18/ 19; On the 6/4/ 19 
 (1 ) , 1 lecture addit iona l information consent 
 requested from agenda . 
 depa rtment. Recommended for 
 approva l 5/ 16/ 19. 
 CM 318 Housing and Commun ities Reviewed and On the 6/4/ 19 
 (4) , 4 lectures , GE D5 recommended for consent 
 approva l 5/ 16/ 19. agenda . (existi ng course proposed to be 
 offered online) 
 
VI. Business Items: 
A. Resolution on Subject Area Guidelines (I) for General Education 2020: Gary Laver, General Education 
Governance Board, first reading (pp. 21-34) 
B. Resolution on Updating USCP Review Committee and Responsibilities: Dustin Stegner, Chair, Academic 
Senate, first reading (pp. 35-36) 
C. Resolution Establishing the Academic Senate Diversity Committee: Dustin Stegner, Chair, Academic Senate, 
first reading (pp. 37-38) 
D. Resolution on Updating the Diversity Learning Objectives: Jose Navarro, General Education Governance 
Board and Office of University Diversity & Inclusion, first reading (pp. 39-41) 
 
VII. Discussion Item(s): 
 
VIII. Adjournment: 
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CAL POLY 
Academic Senate 
  
Meeting of the Academic Senate 
Tuesday, May 7, 2019 
UU 220, 3:10 to 5:00 pm 
 
I. Minutes: M/S/P to approve the April 16, 2019 Academic Senate minutes. 
 
II. Communication(s) and Announcement(s): none. 
 
III. Reports: 
A. Academic Senate Chair: None. 
B. President’s Office: None. 
C. Provost: None.  
D. Vice President for Student Affairs: Keith Humphrey, Vice President for Student Affairs, announced the first Cal Poly
Farmer’s Market that Campus Health and Wellbeing is doing on Mustang way as part of thier commitment to health
and well-being. Markets will occur bi-weekly on Tuesdays from 3:00-5:30 p.m. from May through November. 
Additionally, he reported that as we near the end of the first year of the adjusted health fee, that there has been a 20% 
increase in counseling capacity for students and a 6% increase in medical capacity. 
E. Statewide Senate: Jim LoCascio, Statewide Senator, reported the continual effort on the engineering model that would
provide transfer students guaranteed admission to non-impacted programs.  
F. ASI: Mark Borges, Board of Directors Chair, announced the approval of three documents: Resolution 19-06 ASI Board
of Director’s Support of SB467, Resolution 19-07 ASI Board of Director’s Stance on the Cal Poly Experience, and, 
The Anti-Discrimination and Freedom of Speech Bill. More information about these resolutions and bill can be found 
at: https://www.asi.calpoly.edu/student_government/board_of_directors  
 
IV. Special Reports: 
Annual Program Review Update:  Bruno Giberti, Vice Provost for Academic Programs and Planning and Mary
Pederson, Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs, presented the Program Review Annual Report. The report is 
available for view at: 
https://content-calpoly-
edu.s3.amazonaws.com/academicsenate/1/images/Report%20on%20Program%20Review%202018-19.pdf 
V. Consent Agenda: 
The following items were approved by consent: AGB 212 Agricultural Economics (4), ESE 105 Early Start English (1), 
and JOUR 345 Social Media for Strategic Communication (4).  
 
VI. Business Items: 
A. Resolution on Title IX Training: Nicole Jacobs, from Women’s and Gender Studies, presented a resolution
recommending faculty take Title IX Refresher Training. It also recommends Cal Poly support Title IX training
offerings and establish incentives to encourage faculty and staff to participate. M/S/P to move the Resolution on 
Title IX Training to second reading. M/S/P to approve the Resolution on Title IX Training.  
B. Resolution on the Campus Chick-Fil-A: Thomas Gutierrez, Academic Senate Vice Chair, presented a resolution 
that proposed removing Chick-Fil-A from Cal Poly’s campus due to their donations to anti- LGBTQ+ 
organizations. It also encourages Cal Poly and Cal Poly Corporation to reexamine other business practices to 
ensure they align with the university’s diversity and inclusion values.  M/S/P to move the Resolution on the 
Campus Chick-Fil-A to second reading M/S/P to approve the Resolution on the Campus Chick-Fil-A. 
C. Resolution on Graduate Blended Program Policies: John Walker, Academic Senate Curriculum 
Committee Member, proposed a resolution that would provide specific qualifications for individuals seeking to 
become a part of a blended program. M/S/P to move the Resolution on Graduate Blended Program Policies to second 
reading. 
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VII. Discussion Item(s): None.
VIII. Adjournment: 5:00 PM
Submitted by,
Francesca Tiesi
Academic Senate Student Assistant
805-756-1258 ~~ academicsenate.calpoly.edu 
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CAL POLY 
Academic Senate 
Meeting of the Academic Senate
Tuesday, May 21, 2019 
UU 220, 3:10 to 5:00 pm 
 
I. Minutes: M/S/P to approve of April 30, 2019 Academic Senate minutes. 
 
II. Communication(s) and Announcement(s): none.  
 
III. Reports: Submitted in writing at the request of the Senate Chair. The reports can be found at: https://content-calpoly-
edu.s3.amazonaws.com/academicsenate/1/images/sa052119.pdf 
 
 
IV. Special Reports: 
Budget Report: Cindy Villa, Victor Brancart and David Valadez, presented the Annual Budget Report. The report is available for view at: 
https://content-calpoly-edu.s3.amazonaws.com/academicsenate/1/presentations/2018-2019/budget.pdf 
 
V. Consent Agenda: 
A. 
 ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED BY ACADEMIC SENA TE 
 Program Name or ASCC Academic Provost Term Effective 
 Course Number , Title recommendation / Senate 
 Other 
 ECON 445 Experimenta l and Reviewed and On the 5/21/19 
 Behavioral Economics (4), 4 lectures recommended for consent 
 accroval 5/2/ 19. aaenda . 
VI. Business Items: 
A. Resolution on Graduate Blended Program Policies: Brian Self, Academic Senate Curriculum Committee Chair, John Walker, Academic Senate 
Curriculum Committee Member, proposed a resolution that would provide specific qualifications for individuals seeking to become a part of a 
blended program. M/S/P to approve the Resolution on Graduate Blended Program Policies. One abstention. Four opposed. 
B. Resolution on Subject Area Guidelines (I) for General Education 2020: Gary Laver, General Education Governance Board Chair, 
introduced a resolution establishing subject area guidelines for General Education Areas A and B to be used for review and implementation of 
pre-existing and proposed GE courses in those areas for upcoming catalogs. This resolution will return to the Academic Senate at the June 4th  
meeting.  
C. Resolution on Updating the Diversity Learning Objectives: Jose Navarro, General Education Governance Board and Office of University 
Diversity & Inclusion, introduced a resolution updating the diversity learning objectives to be more assessible and reflective of Article 4 in EO 
1100r. This resolution will return to the Academic Senate at the June 4th  meeting. 
D. Resolution on Updating USCP Review Committee and Responsibilities: Dustin Stegner, Academic Senate Chair, presented a resolution 
revising the membership of the Academic Senate USCP Review Committee to shift the responsibilities of the committee and remove the USCP 
requirement from the GEGB’s oversight. This resolution will return to the Academic Senate at the June 4th  meeting. 
E. Resolution Establishing the Academic Senate Diversity Committee: Dustin Stegner, Academic Senate Chair, proposed a resolution 
establishing an Academic Senate Diversity Committee which would be responsible for identifying strategies for improving diversity, equity, 
and inclusion at Cal Poly as well as informing and making recommendations to the Academic Senate on these issues. This resolution will 
return to the Academic Senate at the June 4th  meeting. 
 
 
VII. Discussion Item(s): None.  
 
VIII. Adjournment: 5:48 pm 
 
Submitted by, 
 
Francesca Tiesi 
Academic Senate Student Assistant 
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Student Affairs Report to Senate
June 4, 2019
Keith Humphrey
Vice President for Student Affairs
• We look forward to celebrating our student’s achievements at Commencement on June
15-16. Discussions have been initiated with the College Deans to consider shifting to six
college ceremonies as a permanent option for June Commencement. The numbers of
students graduating is growing along with the numbers of students participating in
ceremonies has grown. Please feel free to email me any input or feedback you have on
this option before June 14.
• Thank you to the hundreds of faculty members that have stepped up to help Student
Affairs programs this year – from residence hall move-in, to programs in the residence
halls, support of student cultural events, and participation on implementing key pieces
of the Student Affairs Strategic Plan – faculty support of students outside the classroom
has been wonderful and deeply appreciated.
• WITH US: The National Network for Peer Accountability has completed its pilot study of
bystander intervention at ten California public universities and will be releasing results
this summer.
• I hope you will mark your calendars to attend the many Cultural Commencement
celebrations that will take place in June. All details can be found on the commencement
website: Commencement.calpoly.edu
5
Report from Statewide Senate May 15–17, 2019 
Based on material provided by ASCSU Senator John Tarjan 
 
1. Chair Nelson referred us to her written report.  She also mentioned that Dr. Weber’s 
(assemblywoman) language when discussing AB 1460 (ethnic studies) was eerily similar 
to the language used when justifying the implementation of EO 1100(rev) without 
sufficient faculty consultation and did not seem to reflect our perspectives about 
curriculum development, faculty roles, etc. The bill mandates 3 units of ethnic studies as a 
requirement for CSU baccalaureate degrees beginning with the 2020/21 academic year. It 
also specifies that these units not increase the total number of units required for 
graduation. http://www.calstate.edu/AcadSen/Records/Chairs_Reports/ 
 
2. Excerpts from Other Reports 
• Academic Affairs discussed the following topics. 
o Doctorate in Occupational Therapy authorization (bill sent to Senate) 
o IGETC Review 
o EO 1100 (rev) (all but 2 campuses are apparently in compliance at this time) 
o 4th  year quantitative reasoning requirement 
o Foundation support for faculty innovation, subsequent podcast by award
recipients 
o GI 2025 
o Campus climate data 
• Student health, safety and wellness 
• Hate crimes/racism 
• Performance data by race and ethnicity 
o AB 1460 
o GE Task Force Report 
o Resolutions (see below) 
• Academic Preparation and Education Programs discussed the following topics. 
o WestEd Study on the Implementation of EO 1110 
o 4th  Year of Quantitative Reasoning—Potential Change to a-g Requirements 
o Resolutions (see below) 
• Faculty Affairs discussed the following topics. 
o Campus Speech Codes 
o Ethnic Studies Resolution 
o Welcoming Environment for African-American Students 
o Preference in Contracting for CSU Faculty 
o BOT Public Comment Periods 
o Other Resolutions (see below) 
• Fiscal and Governmental Affairs discussed the following topics. 
o Review of Results of Legislative Visits to Sacramento (focused primarily on 
budget support but also items on our legislative agenda) 
o Tracking Legislation of Potential Interest to ASCSU—no recommendations for 
changes in our previous positions 
o Potential Task Force on Tuition 
o Investigation of Allocation of Faculty Hiring Lines 
 
1 
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• GE Advisory Committee discussed the following issues. 
o Presentation from ASCCC on credit for prior learning 
o Results from campus survey on GE assessment practices 
o Potential resources to be included on the GEAC website 
o Model Curricula in engineering 
o Next year potential agenda items 
o Fostering intentionality in GE 
o Focusing on learning outcomes rather than requirements in GE 
• Admissions Advisory Committee  
o Will be discussing the 4th  year quantitative reasoning requirement 
o Discussed the seemingly-successful preliminary results from the redirection 
policy (75% of students responding to communications to date have indicated a 
willingness to accept redirection) 
• Committee on Academic Technology and Online Education 
o Is examining policies across the 23 campuses regarding curriculum and 
required training for online instruction.  
• Working Group on Community Engagement & Service Learning 
o Working on definitions 
o Considering potential systemwide policies 
 
3. Faculty Trustee Sabalius reported on the selection process in the Governor’s Office. We 
are unlikely to hear who is appointed until June—potentially late June. He reported on the 
groups/campuses/meetings he met with/attended over the past two months.  Several 
campuses who remain open for admissions report concerns about the potential impact of 
the new CSU redirection policy. The Governor’s May Revise Budget maintained all of the 
proposed increases from January and included several million new dollars to meet 
student needs, including several million continuing funds for housing. We did not get the 
additional enrollment growth money nor the extra support for the Graduation Initiative that 
we requested but we are hopeful that the legislature will propose augmentations during
the budget approval process.http://www.calstate.edu/AcadSen/Records/Faculty_Trustee/index.shtml 
 
4. 2019-2020 ASCSU Officer Elections The following individuals were elected.  
• Chair: Catherine Nelson, Sonoma  
• Vice-Chair: Rob Collins, San Francisco 
• Secretary: Beth Steffel, San Bernardino 
• Member-at-Large: Darlene Yee-Melichar, San Francisco 
• Member-at-Large: Thomas Norman, Dominquez Hills 
 
5. We passed the following resolutions upon second reading. Copies of these and other 
resolutions can be found at http://www.calstate.edu/AcadSen/Records/Resolutions/. 
a. Call for the Establishment of a Working Group on the Impact of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) in Higher Education endorses a white paper on the impact of AI on 
employment, education, etc. and calls for the creation of a task force to study the 
implications of the themes from this white paper and to develop possible 
recommendations to address them.  
b. Academic Senate of the CSU Calendar of 2019-2020 Meetings is self-explanatory. 
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c. Request That the ASCSU Schedule an Interrupting Racism Training Session in
September 2019 recognizes the compelling need to recognize many forms of bias
and requests that the training that ASCSU began this academic year be completed
next year.
d. Endorsement of the Student Success White Paper 2.0 Process—Student
Perspectives encourages consultation with students during the completion of this
white paper which recognizes that student success is multi-faceted and involves many
constituents.
e. Preference for Consulting Assignments for CSU Faculty, Librarians, Coaches,
and Counselors encourages the publication of consulting opportunities internally and
the utilization of internal CSU expertise in these assignments.
f. Special Rule of Order Governing Debate on Substantive Motions: 3 For/3
Against formalizes this rule which has been followed by ASCSU without apparent
documentation of its adoption.
g. Resolution in Support of Faculty Publication Rights with a Green Open Access
Policy for the California State University urges central administration to review
policies at the University of California and Harvard and to develop a similar policy for
campuses to consider which supports open access.
h. Recommending a Fourth-Year Quantitative Reasoning Requirement for
Admission to the California State University: Towards a Responsible and
Responsive Policy commends the policy development process and urges that steps
be taken to ensure that any policies developed to reform the a-g standards with
respect to this requirement mitigate any adverse impact on underserved students.
(Note: there appears to be more support across the state for a fourth year of
quantitative reasoning overall rather than a senior year requirement. This requirement
will likely not increase the number of required a-g courses. It likely will require that the
elective course have a quantitative reasoning component. The proposed policy is still
being refined.) The Board will take up this issue in July.
5. We passed the following resolutions after waiving a second reading. Copies of these and
other resolutions can be found at http://www.calstate.edu/AcadSen/Records/Resolutions/.
a. Fostering a Welcoming and Safe Campus Climate for African American
Students requests that all mission statements and strategic planning documents
espouse the importance of recruiting, retaining and graduating students of African
descent, that CSU campuses continue to report racist incidents directed towards
persons of African descent, and recommends that campus presidents, provosts,
others adopt a list of specific actions to address related concerns. This was deemed
urgent due to recent incidents on CSU campuses.
b. Appreciation for the S.D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation’s Partnership with The
California State University to Improve the Preparation of K-12 Teachers Across
the State of California is self-explanatory and echoes previous resolutions of
appreciation. The foundation is closing its doors soon and will be recognized at the
BOT meeting next week.
c. In Support of Ethnic Studies Programs in the CSU affirms a commitment to Ethnic
Studies as beneficial curricula, shares the concerns that led to AB 1460 and
recommends that campus senates revisit the Ethnic Studies Task Force Report to
implement recommendations for Ethnic Studies curricula through faculty-driven
3
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processes of shared governance. This was deemed urgent given the aforementioned 
bill currently being considered in the legislature.  
d. Endorsement of Criteria for Engineering Model Curricula (MC) for Transfer to 
Receive the Same Admission Advantage as for Transfer Model Curricula (TMC) 
urges campuses to grant students completing associate degrees aligned with one of 
the four Engineering Model Curricula (MC) for Transfer the same admission eligibility
advantage as for students who have completed a Transfer Model Curriculum (TMC) 
yielding an Associate Degree for Transfer (ADT) so long as no more than three lower-
division GE courses be postponed to post-transfer as per prior ASCSU resolution. 
This was deemed urgent due to a desire to give encouragement to engineering faculty
to continue doing work on this proposal in order to benefit transfer students as soon 
as is feasible.  
e. In Support of “The Strategic Advantage of the Distinctiveness of the Twenty-
three Campuses of the California State University System” (Board of Trustees, 
Nov., 2008) reminds system leaders of this principle enunciated by the Board which 
has seemingly been violated by recent administrative actions and in responses to 
ASCSU resolutions. The urgency stems from recent developments including a 
response to an ASCSU request that variations in campus Early Start programs be 
allowed.  
f. On the Academic Senate CCC Resolution 5.02 S19 “Support for the CSU United 
States History, Constitution and American Ideals Commonly known as the
American Institutions Requirement” thanks the Academic Senate of the California 
Community Colleges (ASCCC) for its interest in exploring the inclusion of a
requirement similar to the existing CSU United States History, Constitution, and 
American Ideals (“American Institutions”) requirement into the CCC associate’s
degree. This is urgent because these considerations are ongoing.  
 
6. Jennifer Eagan (CFA President) reported the following. 
• CFA held their spring assembly and elected new officers.  
• Passed a resolution encouraging CAL-PERS to divest from the stock of a company
that constructs detention centers.  
• Passed a resolution in support of AB 1460 (Weber, Studies)  
o For more information on the legislation agenda please see 
https://www.calfac.org/politics) 
• Held their lobby day in Sacramento.  
o Are asking for $35m to increase faculty hiring. 
o Are asking that funding be based upon headcount rather than FTES. 
o Are asking for increase funding for mental health counselors.  
• Are bargaining on academic freedom and intellectual property but are unlikely to come 
to any agreement with the administration.  
 
7. Loren Blanchard, EVC of Academic and Student Affairs reviewed the Committee on 
Educational Policy agenda for next week’s BOT meeting. For the first time he is aware, 
there is an item on graduate education. (See following link.) https://www2.calstate.edu/csu-
system/board-of-trustees/past-meetings/2019/Documents/may-20-22/may-20-22-ed-pol.pdf We will 
recognize the generosity of the Bechtel Foundation. We will highlight the work of one of 
our nine “affinity” groups. The Institute for Palliative Care will be featured. There is a 
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proposal to increase the CSU application fee from $55 to $70. This is the first proposed
increase in 30 years. This may help to fund the additional work associated with the new
redirection policy as well as increase the number of groups which can be granted an
application fee waiver. The Board will also receive a report on the 4th year of quantitative
reasoning proposal. 28,000 students are being offered redirection. They are being told
that Bakersfield, Channel Islands, Dominquez Hills, East Bay, Humboldt, San Francisco,
Sonoma, and Stanislaus are still open for admissions. Students are given the opportunity 
to indicate their top two choices for redirection or to indicate the reason why they are not
interested in redirection. There is a limited window of time during which, by law, we must
place students on a campus.
8. Chancellor Tim White began by recapping the progress of Presidential searches. Two
have been finalized and we expect the other two to be finalized next week. The
Governor’s proposed increases to the CSU budget remained intact in the May revision
budget from the earlier January budget. The Senate Budget Committee has shown some
interest in increasing our enrollment growth funding by 3000 students and a significant
increase in funding for student success. It is likely we will have base funding (rather than
one-time) for support for undocumented students. (see the BOT Finance Committee
recap at https://www2.calstate.edu/csu-system/board-of-trustees/past-meetings/2019/Documents/may-20-
22/may-20-22-fin.pdf) In response to questions: Dr. White indicated that until the budget is
finalized, we cannot make a final determination on increased funding for the Electronic
Core Collection (but we will continue to try to leverage our size to leverage our resources).
If we continue to receive more funding to increase capacity, it will be more likely that
campuses may reconsider impaction status in order to admit all CSU-eligible students
who apply to their campus. He is not in favor of starting a 24th campus that is not fully-
funded and “starving” existing campuses to support it (we have eight campus centers
across the state already—we would like to support these with more funding).
9. Marquita Grenot-Scheyere, AVC, Educator Preparation and Public School Programs
gave an presentation on the recommendation to amend a-g admissions requirements to
include a 4th year of quantitative reasoning (drawn from existing a-g courses). The
proposed implementation would take place in 2026. No definitive action will taken by the
Board until November, at the earliest. The final proposal will likely not increase the
number of required a-g courses beyond the current 15, but rather allow that the elective
course include quantitative reasoning content.
10.Brandon Tsubaki (CSSA Liaison) reported that CSSA has taken positions on 38 bills.
https://calstatestudents.org/state-advocacy/ CSSA has announced Steve Glazer as Legislator
of the Year and have yet to announce other awards including President of the Year and
Faculty Member of the Year. They recently concluded election of officers for next year.
11.Barry Pasternack (ERFSA Liaison). There was a state council meeting in April. Dr.
Pasternack was elected incoming president. They are working with system HR to develop
more accurate information about retirees. The ERFSA website has many valuable
resources for retirees/those planning to retire. http://csuerfa.org/)
5
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12.Andrea Venezia, Executive Director of the Education Insights Center (CSU,
Sacramento) gave a presentation on the activities of the CSU Student Success Network. 
http://csustudentsuccess.net/
13.Hank Reichman, Chair, AAUP Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure (former
member of the ASCSU Executive Committee) began with a recap of developments at
AAUP. They are taking up the cases of the dismissal of professors who appeared to have
been dismissed inappropriately for their views rather than job performance. They are
considering the removal of censure (related to violations of academic freedom) in some
cases but unfortunately it may be inappropriate to do so for any of the institutions currently 
on the list. They also have several cases for which they are considering removal from the
sanction list (related to shared governance issues). He went on to describe activities and
services/opportunities offered by AAUP including a number of upcoming events.
https://www.aaup.org/
6
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CFA Report for June 4, 2019 Academic Senate Meeting
All faculty active or on leave as of July 1, 2019 will receive a 2.5% General Salary
Increase (GSI). The GSI will be reflected in the paychecks and direct deposit notices
that faculty receive at the end of July. The GSI applies to all members of the faculty
bargaining unit, including professors, lecturers, librarians, counselors, and coaches.
12
                  
         
        
          
        
      
          
      
            
      
 
 
    
 
         
 
         
           
           
         
       
        
         
        
          
      
          
         
       
             
 
        
      
           
         
          
            
          
 
              
         
            
         
 
       
 
        
New SUSCAT Courses for Academic Senate Consent Agenda Date: May 18, 2019 
Resolution AS-792-15 dated April 21, 2015 “On Approving Assessment Process For Courses Meeting Sustainability 
Learning Objectives” directs the Academic Senate Sustainability Committee (ASSC) to identify which courses to list on the 
Cal Poly Sustainability Catalog (SUSCAT) following the approved assessment process and directs the ASSC to place 
SUSCAT course recommendations on the Academic Senate’s Consent agenda.  
The SUSCAT approved courses appear on https://suscat.calpoly.edu
This memo lists new courses in the 2019-20 catalogue evaluated for inclusion in SUSCAT, previous courses 
which have been re-evaluated and modified for inclusion in SUSCAT, and name changes that have occurred to 
existing courses in SUSCAT for the period from September 2018 through April 2019.
NEW! COURSES TO LIST ON SUSCAT
College/Course
Number
Course Title GE Area
CAED
CM 318 Housing and Communities (as Sustainability related) D5
CAFES
ASCI 239 Principles of Rangeland Management (as Sustainability related)
ASCI 372 California Rangeland and Ranch Resource Management (as Sustainability related)
ASCI 465 Applied Practices for Monitoring California Rangelands (as Sustainability related)
AEPS 205 Orchard & Vegetable Enterprise Project (as Sustainability related)
AEPS 245 Horticulture Production Techniques (as Sustainability focused)
AEPS 420 Organic Crop Production Systems (as Sustainability related)
ERSC 443 Applied Environmental Contaminant Transport (as Sustainability related)
NR 305 Forest Ecology and Silvics (as Sustainability focused)
NR 328 Environmental Leadership and Community Engagement (as Sustainability focused) D5
NR 413 Agricultural Law (as Sustainability related)
NR 422 Stream Measurements and Water Quality Monitoring (as Sustainability related)
NR 445 Systems Thinking in Environmental Management (as Sustainability focused)
NR 474 Forest Stewardship Practices (as Sustainability focused)
SS130 Soils in Environmental and Agricultural Systems as (as Sustainability focused) B3 & B4
CENG
EE 520 Solar-Photovoltaic Systems Design (as Sustainability focused)
ENVE 450 Industrial Pollution Prevention (as Sustainability focused)
MATE 320 Materials Selection for the Life Cycle (as Sustainability related)
MATE 485 Materials and the Environment (as Sustainability focused)
ME 453 Trends and Opportunities in HVAC&R (as Sustainability focused)
ME 454 Benchmarking and Assessment of Building Energy Performance (as Sustainability focused)
ME 455 Introduction to Building Energy Modeling (as Sustainability focused)
CLA
HIST 311 Comparative World Environmental History & Sustainability Since 1492 (as Sustainability focused) D5
SOC 308 Sociology of the Environment (as Sustainability focused)
SOC 343 Contemporary Societies of the Developing World (as Sustainability related) D5
SOC 423 Gender & Work (as Sustainability related) USCP
OCOB
ITP 415 Supply Chain & Logistics (as Sustainability related)
CSM
MSCI 111 Intro to Marine Biology (as Sustainability related) B2
5/18/19 
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NAME CHANGES TO EXISTING COURSES ON SUSCAT
Course
Number
Title GE Area
Name Changes to existing Sustainability Focused Courses
ARCH-207 Environmental Control Systems I To Architectural Technology Fundamentals 2.3.
ARCH-307 Environmental Control Systems 2 To Architectural Systems Integration 3.2.
ARCH-341 Architectural Practice 3.1 to Architectural Systems Integration 3.1.
ARCH-342 Architectural Practice 3.2 to Architectural Systems Integration 3.3.
SS-121 SS-120 Introductory Soil Science
Name Changes to existing Sustainability Related Courses
ARCH-241 Architectural Practice 2.2 to Architectural Technology Fundamentals 2.2.
ARCH-242 Architectural Practice 2.1 to Architectural Technology Fundamentals 2.1.
ARCH-106 Introduction to Building Systems to Materials of Construction.
COURSES TO REMOVE FROM SUSCAT
Course
Number
Title GE Area
5/18/19 
14
Sustainability Focused Courses - Sustainability Catalog - Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 5/11/19, 3(41 PM 
CAL POLY 
" ! # 
MENU MAPS SEARCH 
11 11 
Sustainability Catalog 
Home : Focused Courses 
Sustainability Focused Courses 
S O R T E D  A L P H A B E T I C A L L Y  B Y  P R E F I X  
COURSE TITLE GE CODE 
AEPS-315 Organic Agriculture F 
---
AG-315 Organic Agriculture F 
---
AG-330 Cal Poly Land: Nature, Technology, and Society F 
AG-350 The Global Environment F 
AG-360 Holistic Management F 
ARCE-475 Civil Infrastructure and Building Systems 
-----
ARCH-207 Environmental Control Systems I Architectural Technology Fundamentals 2.3. 
ARCH-253 Architectural Design 2.3 
ARCH-307 Environmental Control Systems 2  Architectural Systems Integration 3.2. 
ARCH-341 Architectural Practice 3.1  Architectural Systems Integration 3.1. 
ARCH-342 Architectural Practice 3.2  Architectural Systems Integration 3.3. 
ARCH-451 Architectural Design 4.1 
ARCH-452 Architectural Design 4.2 
ARCH-453 Architectural Design 4.3 
ARCH-472 Housing Design Concepts 
ARCH-481 Senior Architectural Design Project 
----
ARCH-492 Senior Design Thesis 
ASCI-360 Holistic Management F 
BIO-112 Environmental Biology and Conservation B5 
BIO-227 Wildlife Conservation Biology B2 
BIO-401 Principles of Conservation Biology 
BIO-434 Environmental Physiology 
BIO-446 Ecosystem Ecology 
BOT-311 Plants, People and Civilization B5 
BRAE-348 Energy for a Sustainable Society F 
CE-527 Sustainable Mobility 
CM-317 Sustainability and the Built Environment F 
CM-425 Sustainability and Environment 
COMS-390 Environmental Communication 
CRP-202 Urban Design Studio I 
https://suscat.calpoly.edu/sustainability-courses Page 1 of 4 
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CRP-336 Introduction to Environmental Planning 
CRP-412 Plan Implementation 
CRP-438 Pollution Prevention and Control 
CRP-440 Climate Action Planning 
CRP-445 Planning and Urban Ecology 
CRP-504 Sustainable Communities 
CRP-545 Principles of Environmental Planning 
ECON-431 Environmental Economics 
ECON-432 Economics of Energy and Resources 
EDES-350 The Global Environment F 
EDES-406 Sustainable Environments 
EDES-408 Implementing Sustainable Principles 
EDES-410 Advanced Implementation of Sustainable Principles 
EE-420 Sustainable Electric Energy Conversion 
ENGR-350 The Global Environment F 
ERSC-325 Climate and Humanity 
ERSC-333 Human Impact on the Earth 
GEOG-301 Geography of Resource Utilization D5 
-- -------------
GEOG-325 Climate and Humanity 
GEOG-333 Human Impact on the Earth 
GEOG-408 Geography of Development 
-- -------
GSE-532 Environmental and Natural Resource Economics 
HIST-432 United States Environmental History 
HNRS-161 Creating Sustainable Communities (i) D3 
HNRS-162 Creating Sustainable Communities (ii) D3 
HNRS-163 Creating Sustainable Communities (iii) 
HNRS-391 Appropriate Technology for the World's People: Development D5 
HNRS-392 Appropriate Technology for the World's People: Design F 
HUM-350 The Global Environment F 
ISLA-330 Cal Poly Land: Nature, Technology, and Society F 
ISLA-350 The Global Environment F 
IT-330 Packaging Fundamentals F 
LA-204 Design Fundamentals III 
LA-220 Landscape Ecology: Concepts, Issues and Interrelationships B5 
-------- ------------------
LA-243 Materials and Techniques of Landscape Construction 
LA-403 Natural Environments Design Focus Studio 
LA-432 Landscape Ecology Applications (ILC) 
-------- -------
MATE-222 Materials Selection Life Cycle 
MATE-232 Materials, Ethics, and Society 
ME-320 Consumer Energy Guide F 
https://suscat.calpoly.edu/sustainability-courses Page 2 of 4 
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ME-488 Wind Energy Engineering 
MSCI-307 World Aquaculture: Applications, Methodologies and Trends F 
MSCI-428 Marine Conservation and Policy 
MSCI-439 Fisheries Science and Resource Management 
NR-141 Introduction to Forest Ecosystem Management 
NR-142 Environmental Management 
NR-311 Environmental Measurements and Interpretation 
NR-321 Water Systems Technology, Issues and Impacts F 
NR-323 Human Dimensions in Natural Resources Management D5 
NR-324 Social Dimensions of Sustainable Food and Fiber Systems D5 
NR-326 Natural Resources Economics and Valuation 
NR-365 Silviculture and Vegetation Management 
NR-465 Ecosystem Management 
PHIL-340 Environmental Ethics C4 
PHYS-310 Physics of Energy 
POLS-333 World Food Systems F 
PSC-201 Physical Oceanography B5 
PSC-320 Energy, Society and the Environment F 
PSC-391 Appropriate Technology for the World's People: Development D5 
PSC-392 Appropriate Technology for the World's People: Design F 
PSC-491 Appropriate Technology for the World's People: Development 
PSC-492 Appropriate Technology for the World's People: Design 
PSY-311 Environmental Psychology D5 
RPTA-313 Sustainability in Recreation, Parks, and Tourism 
RPTA-314 Sustainable Travel and Tourism Planning 
SCM-350 The Global Environment F 
SCM-360 Selected Environmental Issues of the California's Central Coast F 
SS-121 Introductory Soil Science B5 
UNIV-330 Cal Poly Land: Nature, Technology, and Society F 
UNIV-333 World Food Systems F 
UNIV-350 The Global Environment F 
UNIV-391 Appropriate Technology for the World's People: Development D5 
UNIV-392 Appropriate Technology for the World's People: Design F 
Points of  Pride Get Involved 
AASHE STARS Silver Rated University SIGN UP FOR MONTHLY UPDATES 
The Climate Leadership Commitment VOLUNTEER WITH US 
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK 
White House Pledge - Campuses Act on Climate Change 
https://suscat.calpoly.edu/sustainability-courses Page 3 of 4 
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" ! # 
MENU MAPS SEARCH 11 11 
Sustainability Catalog 
Home : Related Courses 
Sustainability Related Courses 
Cal Poly submitted its AASHE STARS certification application in February 2017. As part of the process 
STARS recognizes courses that focus on and include sustainability. This category covers “courses 
that are focused on a topic other than sustainability, but incorporate a unit or module on 
sustainability or a sustainability challenge, include one or more sustainability-focused activities, or 
integrate sustainability issues throughout the course.”[1] While reviewing courses for SUSCAT, it 
became clear that Cal Poly offers courses that don’t teach sustainability learning objectives 
sufficiently to appear as a SUSCAT sustainability course, but do teach elements of sustainability 
appropriate for the AASHE STARS category covering courses that include sustainability. Those 
courses appear below listed under the relative college: 
COURSE TITLE GE CODE 
CAED 
ARCH 101 Survey of Architectural Education and Practice 
ARCH 242 Architectural Practice 2.2  Architectural Technology Fundamentals 2.2. 
ARCH 351 Architectural Design 3.1 
ARCH 241 Architectural Practice 2.1  Architectural Technology Fundamentals 2.1. 
ARCH 252 Architectural Design 2.2 
ARCE 106 Introduction to Building Systems  Materials of Construction. 
ARCH 251 Architectural Design 2.1 
ARCH 352 Architectural Design 3.2 
ARCH 353 Architectural Design 3.3 
CRP 212 Introduction to Urban Planning 
CRP 342 Environmental Planning Methods 
CRP 404 Environmental Law 
CRP 410 Community Planning Laboratory I 
CRP 411 Community Planning Lab II 
CRP 442 Housing and Planning 
CRP 458 Local Hazard Mitigation Planning and Design 
CRP 518 Policy Development 
EDES 123 Principles of Environmental Design 
Cultural Landscapes: People, Places andLA 330 Ethical Decisions 
CAFES 
ASCI 112 Principles of Animal Science 
FSN 250 Food and Nutrition: Customs and Culture 
Natural Resource Ecology and HabitatNR 306 Management 
Environmental Impact Analysis andNR 416 Management 
NR 425 Applied Resource Analysis and Assessment 
NR 312 Technology of Wildland Fire Management 
https://suscat.calpoly.edu/courses-category Page 1 of 4 
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RPTA 302 Environmental and Wilderness Education 
CENG 
BMED 213 Bioengineering Fundamentals 
CE 321 Fundamentals of Transportation Engineering 
CE 336 Water Resources Engineering 
CE 424 Public Transportation 
CE 523 Transportation Systems Planning 
EE 413 Advanced Electronic Design 
EE 520 Solar-Photovoltaic Systems Design 
ENVE 325 Air Quality Engineering 
ENVE 331 Introduction to Environmental Engineering 
Introduction to Solid and Hazardous Waste ENVE 436 Management 
ENVE 450 Industrial Pollution Prevention 
ENVE 467 Senior Project Design Laboratory II 
MATE 110 Introduction to Materials Engineering Design I 
MATE 120 Introduction to Materials Engineering Design II 
Introduction to Materials Engineering Design 
MATE 130 III 
MATE 359 Living in a Material World 
ME 415 Energy Conversion 
ME 428 Senior Design Project I 
ME 450 Solar Thermal Power Systems 
SIE 510 Introduction to Systems 
CLA 
ANT 345 Human Behavioral Ecology 
ANT 402 Nutritional Anthropology 
COMS 395 Science Communication 
EDUC 512 Education Organization and Management 
GEOG 150 Introduction to Cultural Geography 
GEOG 250 Physical Geography 
GEOG 414 Global and Regional Climatology 
HIST 359 Living in a Material World 
HIST 438 History of American Agriculture 
PHIL 420 Philosophy of Biology 
PSY 360 Applied Social Psychology 
OCOB 
IT 341 Packaging Polymers and Processing 
Note: The Resolution on Approving Assessment Process for Courses Meeting Sustainability Learning 
Objectives (AS-792-15) directs the Academic Senate Sustainability Committee (ASSC) to identify 
which courses to list on the Cal Poly Sustainability Catalog (SUSCAT) following the approved 
assessment process. This webpage lists courses reviewed through February 2017 that include 
sustainability but do not yet meet the Academic Senate assessment criteria. 
[1] http://www.aashe.org/files/documents/STARS/2.0/STARS_2.1_credit_AC01_Academic_Courses.pdf 
https://suscat.calpoly.edu/courses-category Page 2 of 4 
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[2] http://suscat.calpoly.edu/catalog/courses/ 
[3] Resolution on Approving Assessment Process for Courses Meeting Sustainability Learning 
Objectives (AS-792-15), May 21, 2015, http://content-calpoly-
edu.s3.amazonaws.com/academicsenate/1/Resolutions/2014-2015/AS-792-15_rev.pdf 
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Campus WellbeingTransportation 
•· 
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Adopted: 
 
 
ACADEMIC SENATE 
of  
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY  
San Luis Obispo, CA  
 
AS-___-19 
 
RESOLUTION ON SUBJECT AREA GUIDELINES (I) 
FOR GENERAL EDUCATION 2020 
 
1 WHEREAS, Cal Poly’s Academic Senate has approved the Template for General Education 2020; and 
2  
3 WHEREAS, Implementation of the new Template requires the establishment of course criteria and 
4 educational objectives for all General Education courses; therefore, be it  
5  
6 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly approve the attached Subject Area Guidelines 
7 covering Areas A and B in the Template for General Education 2020; and be it further 
8  
9 RESOLVED: That these Guidelines be used for the review and implementation of pre-existing and 
10 proposed General Education courses from Areas A and B within the 2020–2021 and 
11 subsequent catalogs. 
 
 
 
     Proposed by:  General Education Governance Board 
     Date:  May 14, 2019 
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General Education Subject Area Guidelines
The General Education (GE) program is compliant with CSU requirements and is uniquely 
tailored to our comprehensive polytechnic education. At Cal Poly all curriculum, including 
General Education curriculum, is designed and taught by faculty with appropriate training and
disciplinary expertise. Educational objectives are expectations for student learning, achievement
of which can be periodically assessed. Course criteria are expectations for course design that will
be used in the consideration of the course proposal, course modifications, and course renewal.
Educational objectives and course criteria for General Education subject areas are included 
below. General Education class instruction includes the opportunity for skill acquisition,
development, evaluation, and self-reflection.
English Language Communication and Critical Thinking
Area A
Speaking, writing, and reasoning skills are foundational for developing and demonstrating
communication competency. The purpose of GE Area A is to enhance students’ abilities in 
listening, speaking, reading, and writing through active-learning and practice. Speaking and 
writing are fundamental modes of expression that rely on the principles of rhetoric, sound 
reasoning, and critical thinking. Area A courses also examine the ethics of communication and
explore issues related to diversity and inclusion. Overall, courses in Area A prepare students to 
communicate in effective, ethical, and inclusive ways across disciplines and in a globalized 
context.
The Area A sequence assumes that the mastery of well-reasoned and effective communication 
must be achieved over time. Development of these foundational communication skills is crucial
to a student’s success at the university and beyond. Courses in Area A illustrate why the general
education program is a vital component of a student’s educational experience and allow a student
to experience how the general education program supports and enhances the curriculum of their
major.
Oral Communication – A1
The purpose of GE Subarea A1 is to help students develop their oral communication skills in
English by examining principles of listening, speaking, reading, writing, and analyzing audiences
from a rhetorical perspective. The ethics of oral communication is also explored, with attention 
to issues related to diversity and inclusion. Learning objectives are organized in a scaffolded 
manner; as students achieve lower-numbered objectives, it is expected that they will apply that
knowledge in achieving higher-numbered objectives.
A1 Educational Objectives
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Upon completion of a qualifying A1 course, students should be able to:
EO1 Explain how audience and rhetorical situation influence topic, genre, content, style, and
delivery in creating and presenting effective oral communications;
EO2 Practice a recursive process of reading, writing, speaking, and listening in composing and 
revising oral communications;
EO3 Demonstrate information literacy through the successful search, discovery, critical
evaluation, and ethical reporting of information;
EO4 Employ sound reasoning, effective organization, and accuracy in expression based on 
audience awareness and an understanding of cultural differences in communication norms and 
practices;
EO5 Use effective listening skills by studying and practicing the principles of active listening;
EO6 Compose persuasive effective, ethical, and inclusive oral communications.
A1 Criteria
The course proposal and expanded course outline for courses in A1 must clearly indicate how the
course meets each of the following criteria:
CR1 Students complete a minimum of 3 original oral presentation assignments with:
a. At least one informative presentation;
b. At least one persuasive presentation;
c. A total of at least 21 minutes of graded speaking time per student across oral
presentation assignments;
CR2 Instructional materials and course content (e.g., readings, examples used in class, course
assignments) incorporate contributions made by individuals from diverse and/or
underrepresented groups;
CR3 As appropriate, address issues of sustainability;
CR4 Course capacity is set at 18–22 students.
Written Communication – A2
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The purpose of GE Subarea A2 is to teach writing, rhetoric, and composition and to help students
develop their written communication skills in English by examining rhetorical principles of 
reading, writing, and analyzing audiences. The ethics of written communication should also be
explored with attention to issues related to diversity and inclusion. Learning objectives are
organized in a scaffolded manner; as students achieve lower-numbered objectives, it is expected 
that they will apply that knowledge in achieving higher-numbered objectives.
A2 Educational Objectives
Upon completion of a qualifying A2 course, students should be able to:
EO1 Explain how audience and rhetorical situation influence topic, genre, content, and style in
composing effective written communications;
EO2 Practice a recursive writing process that includes drafting, peer review, revision, and 
editing;
EO3 Recognize that the writing process is necessary to the discovery, development, and 
clarification of ideas;
EO4 Demonstrate information literacy through the successful search, discovery, critical
evaluation, and ethical reporting of information;
EO5 Employ sound reasoning, effective organization, and accuracy in expression based on 
audience awareness and an understanding of cultural differences in communication norms and 
practices;
EO6 Compose persuasive written arguments that advocate on issues of personal and/or social
import using sound reasoning and evidence.
A2 Criteria 
The course proposal and expanded course outline for courses in A2 must clearly indicate how the
course meets each of the following criteria:
CR1 Students complete a minimum of 4 writing sequences including non-fiction narrative
writing, rhetorical analysis, and argument;
CR2 Students write a minimum of 3,000 words across all writing assignments; instructors may 
choose to include tasks like revision plans, topic proposals, and post-writing reflections in their
word count;
CR3 Meet all other criteria for GE writing-intensive courses (GE Writing Intensive
Requirements);
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CR4 Instructional materials and course content (e.g., readings, examples used in class, course
assignments) incorporate contributions made by individuals from diverse and/or
underrepresented groups;
CR5 As appropriate, address issues of sustainability;
CR6 Course capacity is set at 18–22 students.
Critical Thinking & Communication – A3
The purpose of GE Subarea A3 is to help students develop their reasoning skills in English by 
examining principles of argumentation, reasoning, and logic across the range of modalities and 
technologies in which composing occurs. Courses in Subarea A3 enable students to assess the
reasoning strategies and ethics of their own and others’ communication. The ethics of
communication are also explored, with attention to issues related to diversity and inclusion.
Given that critical thinking is often explored and expressed through modes of communication,
A3 courses are designated as writing intensive. Learning objectives are organized in a scaffolded
manner; as students achieve lower-numbered objectives, it is expected that they will apply that
knowledge in achieving higher-numbered objectives.
A3 Educational Objectives
Upon completion of a qualifying A3 course, students should be able to:
EO1 Identify the rhetorical strategies used to make arguments in a variety of situations and for a
range of audiences from diverse backgrounds and experiences;
EO2 Understand the ethical and cultural dimensions of argument;
EO3 Recognize lines of reasoning, including inductive processes, deductive processes, and 
formal and informal fallacies of language and thought;
EO4 Distinguish matters of fact from issues of judgment or opinion and use them appropriately 
to reach well-supported factual or judgmental conclusions;
EO5 Analyze and evaluate arguments using the principles of rhetoric and formal logic;
EO6 Compose oral or written arguments that advocate on issues of social import using sound 
reasoning and evidence.
A3 Criteria 
The course proposal and expanded course outline for courses in A3 must clearly indicate how the
course meets each of the following criteria:
CR1 Enrollment prerequisites list completion of Area A2;
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CR2 Students complete at least one writing project focused on analysis and/or argumentation;
CR3 Meet all other criteria for GE writing-intensive courses (GE Writing Intensive
Requirements);
CR4 Instructional materials and course content (e.g., readings, examples used in class, course
assignments) incorporate contributions made by individuals from diverse and/or
underrepresented groups;
CR5 As appropriate, address issues of sustainability;
CR6 Course capacity is set at 18–24 students or fewer.
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Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning
Area B
In Area B students will develop a basic understanding of the nature, scope, successes and 
limitations of mathematics, statistics, computer science, as well as the physical and life sciences.
Lower-division Area B courses introduce fundamental concepts of each discipline, and as a
result should not be interdisciplinary in nature. For all students these courses provide a
foundation for understanding and navigating an increasingly technological society.
Consequently, courses should place the basic knowledge presented in a larger context and show
the breadth of application to other disciplines and/or daily life. In addition, students also learn to
make reasoned arguments based on qualitative and quantitative evidence/data in these courses.
An integral part of our polytechnic identity, these courses also provide essential foundational
knowledge for more advanced study in mathematics, statistics, computer science, the physical
and life sciences, and engineering. As a result, these courses also emphasize analyzing 
mathematical, statistical, scientific, and computational problems using logic, fundamental
principles, and quantitative analysis. Courses in this area should include an appropriate writing 
component as a way for students to develop and demonstrate their understanding of basic
scientific, mathematical, statistical, and computational concepts.
Physical Sciences – B1 
The physical sciences include astronomy, chemistry, geology, physics and related subjects that
explore the non-living world.
B1 Educational Objectives
After completing an Area B1 course, students should be able to:
EO1 Describe the processes by which scientific knowledge is generated, including systematic
observation and hypothesis-driven experimentation (including the ability to generate testable
predictions), leading to the creation and/or refinement of theories used in the physical sciences;
EO2 Analyze scientific problems using logic, fundamental principles in the physical sciences,
and quantitative analysis, including: identifying whether additional information is needed,
obtaining and evaluating appropriate information, and applying it to a specific problem in the
physical sciences;
EO3 Describe the science that underlies phenomena related to topics which arise in other
disciplines and/or daily life;
EO4 Articulate fundamental scientific concepts using appropriate vocabulary;
EO5 Identify and evaluate the limits of models, data, and/or analytical techniques;
EO6 Write about scientific concepts and ideas clearly and make reasoned arguments based on 
qualitative and quantitative evidence/data.
27
 
 
 
            
     
       
    
           
          
    
  
        
         
     
           
  
            
         
         
             
          
    
        
          
       
     
 
            
     
       
    
B1 Criteria 
The course proposal and expanded course outline for courses in B1 must clearly indicate how the
course meets each of the following criteria:
CR1 Develop the skills and foundational knowledge needed to study topics presented in upper
division area B courses;
CR2 Require disciplinary appropriate writing assignments that comprise at least 10% of overall
course grade (e.g., lab reports, math proofs, essay questions, word problems, exam questions).
Life Sciences – B2 
B2 Educational Objectives
After completing an Area B2 course, students should be able to:
EO1 Describe the processes by which scientific knowledge is generated, including systematic
observation and hypothesis-driven experimentation (including the ability to generate testable
predictions), leading to the creation and/or refinement of existing theories that are used in the life
sciences;
EO2 Describe and explain one or more of the major themes in the life sciences;
EO3 Analyze scientific problems using logic, fundamental principles in the life sciences, and 
quantitative analysis, including: identifying whether additional information is needed, obtaining
and evaluating appropriate information, and applying it to a specific problem in the life sciences;
EO4 Describe the science that underlies phenomena related to topics which arise in other
disciplines and/or daily life;
EO5 Articulate fundamental scientific concepts using appropriate vocabulary;
EO6 Identify and evaluate the limits of models, data, and/or analytical techniques;
EO7 Write about scientific concepts and ideas clearly and make reasoned arguments based on 
qualitative and quantitative evidence/data.
B2 Criteria 
The course proposal and expanded course outline for courses in B2 must clearly indicate how the
course meets each of the following criteria:
CR1 Develop the skills and foundational knowledge needed to study topics presented in upper
division area B courses;
28
 
 
                
         
         
  
           
          
   
    
       
      
      
            
       
         
       
       
        
         
        
         
         
  
         
       
   
         
         
    
  
       
    
CR 2 Describe and explain at least one of the major themes in the life sciences: a) the
molecular, cellular, genetic, and physiological mechanisms underlying life; b) the evolution and
diversity of life; c) ecological interactions of organisms with each other and with their
environment;
CR3 Require disciplinary appropriate writing assignments that comprise at least 10% of overall
course grade (e.g., lab reports, math proofs, essay questions, word problems, exam questions).
Laboratory Experiences – B3 
B3 Educational Objectives
Students typically satisfy B3 requirements while simultaneously taking a B1 or B2 course. After
completing an Area B3 course, students should be able to:
EO1 Demonstrate the ability to apply hands-on disciplinary practices associated with the life
sciences and/or physical sciences in a lab, observational, and/or other experimental setting;
EO2 Formulate, refine, and evaluate empirically predictions and/or problems using models and 
simulations that predict and show relationships among variables between systems and their
components in the natural, physical, and/or designed worlds;
EO3 Design and conduct an investigation to answer questions by providing evidence for and
testing conceptual, mathematical, statistical, physical, and/or empirical models;
EO4 Analyze and interpret data using tools, technologies, and/or models (e.g., computational,
mathematical, statistical) to make valid and reliable scientific claims;
EO5 Apply scientific reasoning, theory, and/or models to construct explanations and/or designs
that are supported by multiple and independent sources of evidence and address counter-
arguments;
EO6 Construct, use, and present arguments or counter-arguments based on data and evidence;
EO7 Write about scientific concepts and ideas clearly and make reasoned arguments based on 
qualitative and quantitative evidence/data;
EO8 Work collaboratively in groups with people who may have ideas, beliefs, attitudes, and 
behaviors that are different from their own.
Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning – B4
B4 Educational Objectives
Mathematics/quantitative reasoning includes mathematics, statistics, and computer science. Area
B4 should not exclusively focus on learning a programming language.
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After completing an area B4 course, students should be able to:
EO1 Analyze mathematical, statistical, and computational problems using mathematical
abstraction, logic, and fundamental principles and techniques of the mathematical or statistical
sciences;
EO2 Describe the quantitative aspects that underlie phenomena related to topics which arise in
other disciplines and/or daily life;
EO3 Apply techniques in mathematics, statistics, and/or computer science to formulate and 
develop strategies to solve problems in other disciplines and/or daily life;
EO4 Articulate fundamental mathematical, statistical, and/or computational concepts using 
appropriate vocabulary;
EO5 Identify and evaluate the limits of models, data, analytical techniques, and/or computational
techniques;
EO6 Demonstrate proficiency and fluency in using mathematical abstraction, computation, logic
and/or statistical analysis to reason quantitatively and qualitatively.
B4 Criteria 
The course proposal and expanded course outline for courses in B4 must clearly indicate how the
course meets each of the following criteria:
CR1 Develop the skills and knowledge needed to study more advanced topics presented in upper
division area B courses;
CR2 Require disciplinary appropriate writing assignments that comprise at least 10% of overall
course grade (e.g., lab reports, math proofs, essay questions, word problems, exam questions).
Upper-Division B
Upper Division B applies the basic scientific, mathematical, statistical and/or computational
knowledge developed in lower division B courses to the in-depth study of topic(s) in these areas.
Upper division B courses may allow students to meaningfully engage with problems in a new or
more advanced area of mathematics, statistics, the physical or natural sciences, or computer
science and emphasize depth over breadth. Alternatively, upper division courses may integrate
core concepts from lower division courses in Area B and other disciplines to address scientific
and/or technological decision making. These courses should explore the interplay between 
science, mathematics, statistics, and/or computer science and social, commercial and/or
economic considerations in making rational, ethical, and humane decisions. These courses may 
be interdisciplinary in nature. All courses in this area should include an appropriate writing
component as a way for students to develop and demonstrate their understanding of basic
scientific, mathematical, statistical, and computational concepts.
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Upper-Division B Educational Objectives
After completing an Upper-Division B course, students should be able to:
EO1 Integrate the concepts from lower-division courses in Area B;
EO2 Use quantitative evidence to support an idea or argument, in alternative forms, including 
visual and/or written form;
EO3 Satisfy at least one of the following objectives:
a) Apply the fundamental scientific, mathematical, statistical, or computational concepts
from the lower-division courses to address and meaningfully engage with problems in
new or more advanced areas.
b) Articulate the considerations (which may include scientific, mathematical,
computational, technical, economic, commercial, and social) that are necessary for
making rational, ethical, and humane scientific and/or technological decisions.
Upper-Division B Criteria 
The course proposal and expanded course outline for courses in Upper Division B must clearly
indicate how the course meets each of the following criteria:
CR1 Course requires at least completion of A1 Oral Communication, A2 Written
Communication, and A3 Critical Thinking, and B4 Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning as
pursuant to EO 1100-Revised (section 2.2.3); some courses will require additional pre-requisites
as course content dictates;
CR2 Require disciplinary appropriate writing assignments that comprise at least 10% of overall
course grade.
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TEMPLATE FOR GENERAL EDUCATION 2020
Standard GE Template
The standard template includes the following distribution of courses:
Area A: English Language Communication and Critical Thinking
A1 Oral Communication 4
A2 Written Communication 4
A3 Critical Thinking 4
Total Units in Area A 12
Area B: Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning
B1 Physical Science 4
B2 Life Science 4
B3 Laboratory Activity in B1 or B2
B4 Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning 4
Upper-Division B 4
Total Units in Area B 16
Area C: Arts and Humanities
Lower-division courses in Area C must come from three different prefixes.
C1 Arts: Arts, Cinema, Dance, Music, Theater 4
C2 Humanities: Literature, Philosophy, Languages other than English 4
Lower-Division C Elective – Select a course from either C1 or C2 4
Upper-Division C 4
Total Units in Area C 16
Area D: Social Sciences
D1 American Institutions (Title 5, Section 40404 Requirement) 4
D2 Lower-Division D – Select courses from two different prefixes 8
Upper-Division D 4
Total Units in Area D 16
Area E: Lifelong Learning and Self-Development
Lower-Division E 4
Total Units in Area E 4
GE Electives in Area B, C, and D
GE Electives – Select courses from two different areas; may be either lower-
or upper-division levels.
8
Total Units in GE Electives 8
TOTAL UNITS IN GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 72
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GE Template for High-Unit Programs
The template includes the following distribution of courses for qualifying high-unit programs:
Area A: English Language Communication and Critical Thinking
A1 Oral Communication 4
A2 Written Communication 4
A3 Critical Thinking 4
Total Units in Area A 12
Area B: Scientific Inquiry and Quantitative Reasoning
B1 Physical Science 4
B2 Life Science 4
B3 Laboratory Activity in B1 or B2
B4 Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning 8
Upper-Division B 4
Area B Electives 8
Total Units in Area B 28
Area C: Arts and Humanities
Lower-division courses in Area C must come from three different prefixes.
C1 Arts: Arts, Cinema, Dance, Music, Theater 4
C2 Humanities: Literature, Philosophy, Languages other than English 4
Lower-Division C Elective – Select a course from either C1 or C2 4
Upper-Division C 4
Total Units in Area C 16
Area D: Social Sciences
D1 American Institutions (Title 5, Section 40404 Requirement) 4
D2 Lower-Division D 4
Area D Elective – Select either an additional lower-division D2 or an upper-
division D course
4
Total Units in Area D 12
Area E: Lifelong Learning and Self-Development
Lower-Division E 4
Total Units in Area E 4
TOTAL UNITS IN GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 72
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High-Unit Programs Consistent with EO 1100-R	 (2.2.5), Cal Poly recognizes the need to offer	consideration to high-unit major	 degree programs. Cal Poly’s	 definition of a high-unit program in the GE template included herein is equivalent to ourdefinition of “engineering programs” from the prior GE template: allprograms within the College of Engineering along with the other ABETaccredited programs of	 ARCE and BRAE. Only these programs will beconsidered high-unit major degree programs. 
Writing Component All General Education courses must have an appropriate writing component.In 	achieving 	this 	objective, 	writing 	in 	most 	courses 	should 	be 	viewed primarily as a	 tool of learning (rather than a	 goal in itself as in a	 compositioncourse), and faculty should determine the appropriate ways to integratewriting into coursework.	 The writing component may take different formsaccording to the	 subject matter and the purpose of a course.	 Outside of the GEareas specified below, at least 10% of the grade	 in all GE courses must be	based on appropriate written work (e.g., lab reports, math proofs, essayquestions, word problems, exam questions). GE areas A2, A3, Upper-Division C, and Upper-Division D are designated asWriting Intensive. All courses in these areas must include a minimum of 3,000words of writing and base 50% or more of a student’s grade on written work.	GE area C2 is also designated as Writing Intensive, but all courses	 in this	 areamust include a minimum	 of 2,000 words of writing and base 50%	 or more of a	 student’s grade	 on written work. All Writing Intensive	 courses must include	process-oriented writing instruction in which faculty provide ongoingfeedback to students to help them grasp the effectiveness of	 their writing invarious disciplinary	 contexts. The kind and amount of writing must be afactor in determining class sizes. 
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
of
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-___-19
RESOLUTION ON UPDATING USCP REVIEW COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
1 WHEREAS, The current responsibilities of the USCP Review Committee (as approved by AS-
2 836-17: Resolution on Aligning United State Cultural Pluralism (USCP) Criteria
3 to Diversity Learning Objectives with Oversight by the GE Governance Board) is
4 limited to USCP curricular review, library oversight as it relates to curriculum,
5 and other curricular issues as charged; and 
6
7 WHEREAS, Cal Poly’s USCP requirement is a university-level rather than a General
8 Education requirement; and 
9
10 WHEREAS, The current membership of the USCP Review Committee has only one at-large
11 faculty member with USCP teaching experience and no student representation;
12 therefore be it
13
14 RESOLVED: That the changes to the committee’s membership and responsibilities in the
15 attached revision to the Academic Senate bylaws be adopted; and be it further
16
17 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate Bylaw I.7(b)3(e), which states that the GEGB’s
18 responsibilities include “Oversight of USCP courses, including the review of new
19 course proposals and modifications,” be deleted.
Proposed by: Dustin Stegner, Chair, Academic Senate
Date: May 14, 2019; revised May 28, 2019 
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12. USCP Review Committee  
(a) Membership  
The Chair of the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee, a faculty member 
from the Chair of Ethnic Studies Department, the Chair of the General Education 
Governance Board (GEGB), of a faculty member from the Chair Women's & 
Gender Studies Department, and an two at-large faculty members with USCP 
teaching experience and/or teaching experience related to diversity issues as 
voting members. Ex Officio non-voting members shall be the Vice President and 
Chief Officer for Diversity and Inclusion or designee, and the CTLT Inclusive 
Excellence Specialist or designee, and an ASI student representative. 
 
(b) Responsibilities  
The committee shall decide on evaluates new and existing the United States 
Cultural Pluralism (USCP) component of new and existing courses before making 
recommendations to the General Education Governance Board, when a course is a 
general education course, and the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee. In 
addition, the committee, shall periodically performs curricular review and 
evaluation of USCP courses and, when appropriate, works with the Academic 
Senate Curriculum Committee to review and update USCP learning outcomes and 
course requirements (as indicated in Academic Senate Bylaws I.2.(b)).  
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
of
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-___-19
RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING THE ACADEMIC SENATE DIVERSITY 
COMMITTEE
1 WHEREAS, The Academic Senate currently has no standing committee to engage issues
2 related to diversity, equity, and inclusivity; and 
3
4 WHEREAS, Cal Poly’s administration has demonstrated its commitment to issues related to 
5 diversity through formation of the Office of University Diversity and Inclusivity 
6 and the ASI Board of Directors has established a Diversity and Inclusion 
7 Committee and an ASI Secretary of Diversity and Inclusion Executive Cabinet
8 Position; and 
9
10 WHEREAS, The Academic Senate recognizes the importance of diversity, inclusivity, and 
11 equity for improving campus climate; therefore, be it
12
13 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate establish a standing Diversity Committee; and be it
14 further
15
16 RESOLVED: That the voting committee membership listed in the Academic Senate Bylaws be
17 updated to correspond to the Academic Senate Bylaws, Section VIII.B,
18 “committees shall include one voting General Faculty representative from each 
19 college and Professional Consultative Services,” and the updated non-voting and
20 voting ex-officio committee members outlined in the attached revision to the
21 Academic Senate Bylaws be adopted; and be it further
22
23 RESOLVED: That the Chair of the Diversity Committee communicate the meeting times and
24 agendas with appropriate stakeholders across campus, including the Chairs of
25 Ethnic Studies and Women’s and Gender Studies; and be it further
26
27 RESOLVED: That the changes to the committee’s responsibilities in the attached revision to the
28 Academic Senate bylaws be adopted.
Proposed by: Dustin Stegner, Chair, Academic Senate
Date: May 14, 2019 
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I.  13. Diversity Committee 
 
(a) Membership 
 
Ex officio non-voting members shall be the Vice President and Chief Officer for 
Diversity and Inclusion or designee, the Senior Vice Provost of Academic 
Programs and Planning or designee, the CTLT Inclusive Excellence Specialist or 
designee. The voting ex officio member shall be an ASI student representative. 
  
 (b) Responsibilities 
 
The Academic Senate Diversity Committee identifies strategies for ensuring 
diversity, equity, and inclusivity at Cal Poly. The committee informs and makes 
recommendations to the Academic Senate on these issues, evaluates related 
university policies and procedures, and collaborates with stakeholders across 
campus, including the Office of University Diversity and Equity, Academic 
Affairs, and appropriate student groups. 
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
of
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-___-19
RESOLUTION ON UPDATING THE DIVERSITY LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1 WHEREAS, Cal Poly’s Diversity Learning Objectives were established as an addendum to the
2 University Learning Objectives by AS-663-08; and,
3
4 WHEREAS, Cal Poly’s current Diversity Learning Objectives serve as a basis for the United States
5 Cultural Pluralism as established by AS-836-17; and,
6
7 WHEREAS, The Diversity and Inclusion Working Group for the General Education Governance
8 Board, the Office of University Diversity and Inclusion, and the General Education 
9 Governance Board felt that the current diversity learning objectives needed to be clarified 
10 and updated to map better to USCP criteria; therefore, be it
11
12 RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly approve the attached revised Diversity Learning 
13 Objectives which immediately replace and supersede the previous Diversity Learning 
14 Objectives established in AS-663-08 and AS-836-17.
Proposed by: General Education Governance Board & Office of
University Diversity & Inclusion
Date: May 14, 2019
39
The Diversity Learning Objectives (DLOs) were established in 2008 as an addendum to the University 
Learning Objectives (ULOs) in AS-663-08. Then, in AS-836-17, the DLOs were required to be aligned 
with USCP criteria. The following Diversity Learning Objectives update the existing DLOs in AS-663-08 
in order to create more assessible objectives; and, these updated DLOs appropriately map to all United 
States Cultural Pluralism criteria as required by AS-836-17. Finally, the updated DLOs map to Article 4 
of CSU Executive Order 1100r as a way for the university to maintain curricular cohesion.    
As a result, according to the DLOs as adopted in 2008 and updated in this resolution, all Cal Poly 
graduates should be able to: 
1. Recognize and understand the contributions to knowledge and civilization that have been made 
by members of diverse cultural and gender groups and other historically marginalized people in 
the United States and across the world1; 
 
2. Demonstrate an understanding of Understand the history of issues related to diversity, social and 
economic inequities, and political power in the United States and across the world; 
 
3. Analyze the current social, political, artistic, and/or economic lives of historically marginalized 
people in the United States and/or in another country outside of the United States across the 
world; 
 
4. Analyze the various institutions and structures that create and maintain social, economic, and 
political inequality in the United States and across the world; and, identify those that offer redress 
for these issues; 
 
5. Define and describe the various issues related to diversity, equity, and inclusion in their 
respective disciplines; 
 
6. Critically examine their own personal beliefs, attitudes, and biases about historically marginalized 
people and their cultures in the United States and across the world. 
 
  
                                                             
1  Note: This NEW DLO is directly adapted from Article 4 of CSU Executive Order 1100R that reads: “Instruction 
approved to fulfill the following [General Education] subject area distribution requirements should recognize the 
contributions to knowledge and civilization that have been made by members of diverse cultural and gender 
groups.” 
40
  
           
              
 
         
 
           
 
           
 
        
 
  
 
           
         
        
 
          
       
 
         
 
         
 
            
        
 
 
  
 
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Resolution AS-651-06 established the University Learning Objectives (ULOs) as a broadly shared set of
educational expectations for all students who complete an undergraduate or graduate program at Cal Poly.
AS-663-08 is a resolution that establishes the Diversity Learning Objectives (DLOs) as an addendum to 
the
ULOs especially as ULO 6 requires that all Cal Poly graduates should “make reasoned decisions based on
an
understanding of ethics, a respect for diversity, and an awareness of issues related to sustainability.”
Resolution AS-836-17 aligns USCP criteria with the Diversity Learning Objectives.
CURRENT DLOs
According to the DLOs, as revised in 2017, all Cal Poly graduates should be able to:
1. Demonstrate an understanding of relationships between diversity, inequality, and social,
economic, and political power both in the United States and globally
2. Demonstrate an understanding of contributions made by individuals from diverse and/or
underrepresented groups to our local, national, and global communities
3. Critically examine their own attitudes about diverse and/or underrepresented groups
4. Consider perspectives of diverse groups to inform reasonable decisions
5. Function as members of society and as professionals with people who have ideas, beliefs,
attitudes, and behaviors that are different from their own.
41
